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Fault-tolerance is the property that enables a system to continue operating
properly in the event of the failure of (or one or more faults within) some of its
components. Fault-tolerance is particular sought after in high-availability or lifecritical system. A fault tolerant design enables a system to continue its intended
operation possibly at a reduced level, rather than falling completely, when some
part of the system fails. In this paper we discuss the redundancy optimal system
size with the reliability evaluation of a system of components.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In many critical applications of digital systems, fault tolerance has been an essential
architectural attribute for achieving high reliability. Several techniques can achieve fault
tolerance using redundant hardware [1] or software [2]. Typical forms of redundant
hardware structures for fault-tolerant systems are of two types: fault masking and fault
standby. Redundant software structures for fault-tolerant systems based on the
acceptance tests have been proposed by Horning et.al. [3]
A monitor and a switch are associated with each redundant unit. The switches and
monitors can fail. The monitors have two failure modes: failure to accept a correct result,
and failure to reject an incorrect result. We consider a digital circuit module designed to
process the incoming messages in a communication system. This module consists of
two units: a converter to process the messages, for their accuracy. To guarantee a high
reliability of operation at the receiver end, converters are arranged in “parallel”. All,
except converter , have a monitor to determine if the output of the converter is correct.
If the output of the converter is not correct, the output is cancelled and a switch is
changed so that the original input message is send to next converter. Systems of these
kinds have useful application in communication and network control systems and in the
analysis of fault-tolerant software systems [4].
We assume that a switch is never connected to the next converter without a signal from
the monitor, and the probability that it is connected when a signal arrives is . We next
present a general expression for the reliability of the system consisting of non-identical
converters arranged in “parallel” [5]. An optimization is formulated and solved for the
minimum average system cost [6]. Let us define the following notation, events, and
assumptions.
The notation is as follows [7]:
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: Pr{converter works}
: Pr{switch is connected to converter ( + 1) when a signal arrives}
: Pr{monitor works when converter works}
= Pr{not sending a signal to the switch when converter works}
: Pr{monitor works when converter has failed}
= Pr{sending a signal to the switch when converter has failed}
: Reliability of the remaining system of size
: Reliability of the system consisting of

−

given that the first

switches work

converters.

The events [8] are:
,

: Converter works, fails
,

: Monitor works, fails

,

: Switch works, fails
: System works

The assumptions are:
1.

The system, the switches, and the converters are two-state either good or failed [9].

2.

The module (converter, monitor, or switch) states are mutually statistical
independent.

3.

The monitors have three states: good, failed in mode 1, failed in mode 2.

4.

The modules are not identical.

2. RELIABILITY EVALUATION
The reliability of the system is defined as the probability of obtaining the correctly
processed message at the output [10,11]. To derive a general expression for the
reliability of the system, we use an adapted from the total probability as translated into
the language of reliability. Let denoted the event that a system performs as desired.
Let
and
be the event that a component
( . . converter, monitor, or switch) is
good or failed respectively. Then
Pr{system works} = Pr{system works when unit is good}×Pr{unit
works when unit fails }× Pr{ unit failed}

is good} + Pr{system

The above equation provides a convenient way of calculating the reliability of complex
systems [12].
When

=

, and for n≥2 [13], the reliability of the system can be calculated as
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follows:
= Pr{ | and
} Pr{ and
} Pr { and
}+ Pr {

}+ Pr { | and
} Pr {
and
} Pr { and
}

and

}+ Pr {

and

In order for the system to operate when the first converter works and the first monitor
fails, the first switch must work and the remaining system of size ( − 1) must work:
Pr { |

and

}=

Similarly:
Pr {

and

}=

Then
+[

(1 −

) + (1 −

The reliability of the system consisting of
obtained:
=∑
and

=∏

=

=

]

non-identical converters can be easily

+

For n> 1

=

where

And

)

≥1

For all , and
=[
,

(1 −
=

=1
) + (1 −

,

=

)

] for all = 1,2, … ,

,

=

for all ,

Then we obtain a closed form expression for the reliability of system as follows [14]:
(1 −

=
Where

=[

(1 −

) + (1 −

)

)+

(1)

]

3. REDUNDANCY OPTIMIZATION
Assume that the system failure costs
units of revenue, and that each converter,
monitor and switch module costs , and units respectively. Let
be system cost for a
system of size . the average system cost of size , [ ], [15] is the cost incurred when
the system has failed, plus the cost of all converters, ( − 1) monitors, and ( − 1)
switches.
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Therefore:
[ ]=

+ ( + )( − 1) + (1 −

)

is given in equation (1). The minimum value of [ ] is attained at

Where

∗

=

1
⌊ ⌋

≤ 1−
ℎ

Where
=

In (a + b + c) − In[
( +
In A

− 1)]

+1

4. NUMERICAL DISCUSSION
A converter works and = 0.75 gives and a monitor works when converter works with
=0.89 but monitor works when converter fails
= 0.95 and the system costs =
1000units of the revenue and that each converter, monitor and switch model cost
= 2.5, = 2.0 and = 1.5 units respectively. Now we discuss the corresponding
average cost (minimized).
= [0.75(1 − 0.89) + (1 − 0.75)95]0.89

We have
=

0.75 × 0.89
(1 −
1−

) + 0.75
[ ] = 2.5 + (2.0 + 1.5)( − 1) + 1000(1 −

Where

0

= log 6−log [1000×0.75(
log

+0.89−1)]

Then the optimal system size is
minimized.

∗

)

+1

and the corresponding average cost will be

5. CONCLUSION
Fault tolerant systems must be used whenever a failure can result in loss of life or loss of
a high value asset. In general faults tolerance considered as a study of faults/failures
behavior is the reasonable starting point of stopping their effects as any system defects,
the technique and tools are developed towards how to probe this behavior and further
how to stop the propagation. To optimize the system of minimize average cost, worked
will be focused of a system when it fails.
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